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This paper presents a proof of Parseval-Goldstein type theorem involving the 
generalized Stieltjes transform and the classical Laplace transform. The theorem is 
then shown to yield a number of results about the Widder potential transform and 
the Laguerre transform. Some illustrative examples are also given. (c 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Goldstein [2] introduced the following Parseval-type theorem 
lorn .I-@) ~Cg(.Y); xl kc= jy ‘dY) =wQ); Yl 4J (1) 
for the classical Laplace transform 
=.Y[f(x); y] = jam e-“‘f(x) dx. (2) 
Subsequently, the author [S] gave the following Parseval-Goldstein type 
theorem 
Iorn gU(u); xl ~tpcg(y); xl dx = j-,,m g(y) ~Cf(u); ~1 dy (3) 
involving the Laplace transform and the Stieltjes transform 
(4) 
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There are numerous analogous results in the literature on integral trans- 
forms (see, for instance, [3-5, 91). 
The objective of this paper is to establish a Parseval-Goldstein type 
theorem, which is a generalization of (3), involving the Laplace transform 
and the generalized Stieltjes transform 
We present some results on the Fourier sine transform 
E[f(x); ~1 = jf sin(v) f(x) dx, 
on the Fourier cosine transform 
af(x); Yl = s,: c&.Y) f(x) dx, 
on the Widder potential transform [6, 71 
on the Laguerre transform 
Z-,[f(x); nl = jam e -xx”2’~)(x) f(x) dx, 
where 
x -2 d” ycyx)=e-X- n n! dx” (ep”xn+x) 
(n=O, I,2 ,..., a> -1) 
(6) 
(7) 
(9) 
(10) 
are the associated Laguerre polynomials, and on the Mellin transform 
A[f(x); yl= joa xy- ‘f(x) dx. (11) 
For definitions of special functions that are used in the paper, the reader 
is referred to [ 11. 
If we write a[f(x); y] = F(y), where JY is any one of the integral 
transforms listed above, we mean the %-transform of f(x) exists and is 
equal to F(y). 
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THE MAIN THEOREM AND ITS COROLLARIES 
Throughout the remainder of this paper it is assumed that all integrals 
involved converge absolutely. The following result will be required in our 
investigation: 
LEMMA. We have 
aup- ‘am); ul; Yl = Q) Y;;Cf(x); Yl (Rep>O). (12) 
Proof: From the definition (2) of the Laplace transform we obtain 
.Y[upp ‘Y[f(x); 241; y] = JOE zF1eCuy {J: e-‘*f(x) dx) du. (13) 
Changing the order of integration, which is permissible by the absolute 
convergence of the integrals involved, we find from (13) that 
LZ[u”-‘dP[f(x); u]; y] =Jomf(x) {J: unleC~-y+-v~“du} dx 
= Omj-(x)9[up-‘;x+y]dx J 
(14) 
Now the assertion (12) follows from (5) and (14). This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
We now state the main theorem: 
MAIN THEOREM. We have 
J 
co 
xp - %‘[C~(U); xl 9pCdy); xl dx 0 
= f(p) j- g(y) ~pU-(4; ~14 (Re p > 0). (15) 
0 
Proof: From the definition (2) of the Laplace transform we obtain 
J 
cc 
xp- ‘~PcfW; xl Amy); xl dx 
0 
J 
Cc = ~~-~Y[f(u); x] {J: e-““g(v) dy} dx. (16) 
0 
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Changing the order of integration, which is permissible by the absolute 
convergence of the integrals involved, we find from (16) that 
w*,: x” ~~%‘[Cf‘(u); x] T’[g(y); x] dx 
=.I ox g(Y) ~b”-‘~[f(u); xl; y] dy. (17) 
Now the assertion (15) follows from (12) and (17). This completes the 
proof of the theorem under the hypothesis stated. 
Remark. If we use the convolution property of the Laplace transform in 
(15), we obtain 
1 
cc. 
x ‘- ‘Wf * g)(y); xl dx = 0) $L-f@4; ~1 dy (Re p > 0). (18) 
0 
COROLLARY. We have 
jox f(u) $Cg(y); ~1 du = jo= g(v) $U-(U); ~1 dy (Rep>O). (19) 
Proof. Note that the left-hand side of Eq. (15) is symmetrical with 
respect o the functionsfand g. This fact implies the assertion (19). 
COROLLARY. We have 
<Y”[xp- ‘zic[Cf(u); x]; z] 
UP) =T(v) mY-‘quw Yli zl (Re p > 0, Re v > 0). (20) 
Proof In Eq. (15) we set 
g(y)=y”-‘e-;.k (21) 
so that 
T(v) 
m&Y); xl = (x+ z)“’ (22) 
Now (20) follows immediately by substituting (21) and (22) into (15) and 
making use of the definition (5) of the generalized Stieltjes transform. 
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COROLLARY. Let g,(x) and its derivatives of orders up to and including 
n - 1 be continuous for x > 0, with g,(x) and its derivatives having limits at 
x = 0, and suppose g,(x) and its derivatives are of exponential order. Then 
i cc x”~‘~[f(u);x]{x~~[gl(y);x] -x”-‘g,(O)- ... -gP-“(0)) dx 0 
= 0) j- d’%) ~pLf(u); ~14 (Re p > 0). (23) 
0 
Prooj In Eq. (15) we set 
i?(Y) = d%) (24) 
so that 
Lz[g(y);x]=x”8[gl(y);x]-xn-‘g,(o)- ‘.. -g;-‘(o), (25) 
by the derivative property of the Laplace transform. Now the result (23) 
follows from (24), (25), and (15). 
APPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
A consequence of the main theorem involving the Widder potential 
transform, the Laplace transform, the generalized Stieltjes transform and 
the Fourier sine and cosine transforms may be stated as the following: 
THEOREM. We have 
PCx”- ‘=nf(u); xl; zl = 0) ~LqpCf(4; ul; 21 
Lqx”-2q-f(u); x]; z] =+ ~[9p[f(u); y]; z] 
Proof: In Eq. (15) we set 
g(v) = cos(z.Y) 
so that 
We P > 01, 
(Re p > 0). 
(25’) 
(26) 
(27) 
-wxY); xl = -&. (28) 
Now the result (25’) follows from (27), (28), and (15). The proof of (26) 
is similar. 
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A consequence of Eq. (23) involving the generalized Stieltjes transform, 
the Laplace transform, and the Laguerre transform may be stated as 
follows: 
THEOREM. We have 
(n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . cr > -1, Re p > 0), (29) 
~~Ynfa~+~l[.f(~); Yli 11 
(n = 1, 2, . ..) a> -l,Rep>O). 
Proof. In Eq. (23) we set 
g,(y)=y”+“e-J 
so that 
r(n+a+ 1) 
YCg,(y);xl=(x+I)“+“+l 
and 
g:(o) = 0, for O<k<n- 1. 
(30) 
(31) 
(321 
(33) 
Substituting (31), (32), and (33) into (23) we obtain 
s m Xn+P-l TC.f(u); xl dx 0 (x+ l)n+cr+l 
r(P) n; d” (e--“y”“) Yp[Cf(u); y] dy 
=I-(n+a+l) D s dy” 
n! 0) 
=z-(n+cr+l) 0 i 
a e-‘y?!Z~‘(y) sP,[f(u); y] dy. (34) 
Now the assertion (29) follows from (5), (9), (lo), and (34). The asser- 
tion (30) easily follows from (20). 
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SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
A simple illustration of the main theorem is provided by the following: 
EXAMPLE 1. We show that 
dqPr( 1 -p, au); /L] 
7cr(p) zp--p--I 
=T(~)sinn(p-p) 
(Rep+ 1 >Rep>Rep>O, Rea>O), 
where Qa, x) is the incomplete gamma function. 
In Eq. (15) of the main theorem we set 
f(u)=P” and g(Y)=Yp-’ 
so that 
1 
-Rf(u); xl = @ + a) and ag(Y); xl = y 
From (12) and the formula [l, Vol. I, p. 137, (7)] we obtain 
I1 --/A a)?). 
Substituting (35’), (36), and (37) into 
; y = (p- le”VI 1 
(15) we obtain 
(35) 
(35’) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
From the definitions (4) and (11) of the Stieltjes transform and the Mellin 
transform, respectively, we obtain 
JZ[e”YT(l-p,ay);p]=-a r(p) lky[xP-P-l.,] 
0) 
9 . (39) 
Making use of (12), the Stieltjes transform on the right-hand side of (39) 
may be evaluated and our assertion (35) then follows immediately. 
EXAMPLE 2. We show that 
= n”+“-P-‘r(v+2)T(P)T(n+G(+1)e02,8W u2 p+a--p n. I -k,l 0 4’ 
(40) 
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where a>O, Rep>O, Rev> -1, Rea+n>O, 2k=n+or+v+2, 21= 
v - n - x + 1, and n = 1, 2, . . . . K,(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of 
the third kind and W,,,(x) denotes Whittaker’s confluent hypergeometric 
function. 
In Eq. (30) we setf(u) = u”!‘~J,,(Qu’~~) so that (cf. [ 1, Vol. II, p. 235, (20) 
and Vol. I, p. 199, (37)]) 
and 
=cYY”+~~+.[If(~); YI 11 
a 
=- p+ci r(n + a) -k,l 
(42) 
where k and 1 are as defined in the statement of the example. Substituting 
(41) and (42) into (30) we obtain the assertion (40). 
EXAMPLE 3. We show that 
-WY ~+r--312~a~i2~~,~(~~); b] 
-a”‘-‘r(P-P+i.)w) 
b” Ucl+J) 
,F, (43) 
where a>O, b>O, Rep>O, Rep>>, ReA>O, ReA>Re(p-p)), 2k= 
1 - I - p, 21= A - p, 2 F, denotes Gauss’s hypergeometric function, and 
w,,,(x) denotes Whittaker’s hypergeometric function. 
In Eq. (15) we set 
so that 
f(u) = & le-au and g(y)= yP-‘e-b (4) 
r(n) 
af(u); xl = (* + a)“’ axY); xl = j-$ (45) 
and (cf. [l, Vol. II, p. 234, (12)]) 
z[f(u); x] =r(A) a~‘-“2y’-1/2eUy/2Wk,,(ay), (46) 
where 1 and k are as in the statement of the example. Substituting (44), 
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(45), and (46) into (15) and using the definitions (2) and (5) of the Laplace 
transform and the generalized Stieltjes transform, respectively, we obtain 
Now the assertion (43) follows from (47) and the formula in [l, Vol. II, 
P. 23% (911. 
We conclude by remarking that many other infinite integrals can be 
evaluated in this manner by applying the main theorem and its corollaries 
considered above. 
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